Victorian State Election 2018 candidate policy survey
Response ID:3 Data

1. (untitled)
1. Please enter your unique candidate identifying code
HUD2061
2. Your name and position
Josh Hudson - Founder
3. Email address
Josh4nv@gmail.com
4. A phone number we can contact you on
0448218602
5. Will you commit to a Treaty process led by First Nations peoples?
Yes
6. If you answered yes, please provide further details.
7. Are you committed to multiculturalism, equality and inclusion?
Yes
8. If you answered yes above, please explain how?
Multicultural communities and our oldest living cultures are vital to the social fabric of our society. They provide diversity to our
regions and also teach us to be tolerant of all cultures and there is so much we can learn off eachother. We would promote
multiculturalism and celebrate our indigenous heritage.
9. Will you propose policies that will prevent discrimination in the policing and legal system?
Yes
10. If yes, what are those policies?
11. Will you implement serious penalties for discrimination in hiring practices?
Uncommitted
12. If yes, what are those policies?
If elected, this is an area where we will have to do significant due diligence. H4NV is against discrimination of any kind and
believe there should be serious penalties in place.
13. Will you implement policies that will ensure migrants’ prior work and study is fairly assessed and recognised?
Yes
14. If yes, what are those policies?
We propose to work with migrants ans their advocacy groups and ascertain the best course of action in this area.
15. Will you ensure services like health and education are easily accessible to people from Non-European backgrounds?
Yes

16. If yes, what are those policies?
We need to work with both Government, training providers and non-ESB groups to seek the best course of action that suits all
people from diverse backgrounds and differing learning cultures.
17. Will you implement programs that will ensure fair representation of people from Non English Speaking Backgrounds in
Parliament, Government, and the media?
Yes
18. If yes, what will those programs be?
19. Will you provide more investment in multicultural media, and multicultural arts and culture?
Yes
20. If yes, please provide further details.
21. Will you guarantee that candidates from your party will not associate with extreme racist groups like Antipodean
Resistance, True Blue Crew, Reclaim Australia, or United Patriots Front?
Yes
22. Will you guarantee that candidates from your party will not single out or vilify communities on the basis of race, religion,
or language?
Yes

